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This invention relates generally to a method and ap 
paratus for dispensing materials in solid or liquid 'form 
by use ‘of a liquid conveyor stream operating under pres 
sure and more particularly to a liquid conveyor stream 
for proportioning the distribution of solid or liquid. ma 
terial-s. 

Distribution systems of this character have been em 
ployed inthe nature of a chamber intermediate the ends 
of the length of hose in which is deposited a cake or 
other form of the material to be distributed and when 
the hose is connected with a suitable liquid outlet such 
as a Water faucet, a ?ne stream penetrates the cake and 
erodes it carrying the material to the roses or other 
?owers or garden as the case may be, depending upon 
the use of the material being distributed. However, such 
an application produces an uncontrolled discharge per 
centage of the material. Sometimesthe cake will disin 
tegrate much faster than others and a greater proportion 
of the material than is necessary is distributed in this 
manner. The cake lasts only for a short period of‘ time 
and is completely disintegrated and conveyed by the liquid 
stream, ' 

The ‘present invention employs a container in 'which 
liquids and solids may be distributed. The solids may 
be inserted in dry powdered form for distribution. When 
the container is ?lled with water and connected interme 
diate the sections of the, length of hose the liquid or 

. solids are picked up and carried away by the stream in 
predetermined proportions depending upon the pread 
justment of the ori?ces in carrying a part of the liquid 
conveyor into and out of the dispensing chamber and 
thus displacing a proportioned amount of material to be 
dispensed within the conveyor stream and through the 
hose to discharge. By means of this method one can 
accurately control the amount ‘of solids or liquids to be 
dispensed over a particular area through sprinkling and 
one may control the weight of which the same is sprinkled 
by controlling the water by-passed through the container 
holding the material to be dispensed. . Obviously a solu 
ble or a nonsoluble material as Well as a- liquid may be 
dispensed in this manner. 

Another important object of this invention is the provi 
sion of an agitator which is in the form of a ?exible hose 
that supplies the water to the container. When the con 
tainer is ?lled with liquid and material to be dispensed, 
the ?exible hose creates a suspension of the solids with 
in the liquid in the container. A second ?exible hose, 
which aids in removing the liquid from the container, is‘ 
likewise movable and thus withdraws the solids forced 
into suspension from different parts of the container. 

Another object of this invention is the provision of a 
vent at the top of the container which prevents the same 
from accumulating a pressure and permits the gas to es 
cape therefrom until the container is ?lled by liquid and 
after which the liquid with the material therein is dis— 
pensed therethrough. The liquid is dispensed through 
the upper outlet as well as through the lower ?exible out— 
let that extends to the bottom of the container. This 
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dual discharge provides a more uniform discharge of 
the material at any one instant, than if the material were 
withdrawn at one place only. In this manner the ulti 
mate discharge proportions the liquid and the solids in 
suspension in the liquid discharged at the nozzle, which 
proportions remain substantially constant relative to the 
amount of the materials found in the container at the 
same instant. After a mixture period the amount of 
material is reduced proportionately over a period of time 
until all of the solids or other materials are dispensed 
from the container, at which time only water will re 
main. If the container is made of glass, this can be ob 
served. 
Uniform distribution at any one instant is based on 

two principal factors. First the materials are withdrawn 
simultaneously at top and bottom of the container and 
secondly the whipping and stirring action within the con 
tainer maintains the solids and soluble material well 
mixed in the water at all times. Thus a full portion of 
materials may be accurately distributed over a given area 
of ground in a known period of time. In fertilizing, this 
conserves the fertilizer and properly feeds the soil. 

In order to aid in maintaining this mixture uniform 
throughout the container, at any one time a ?exible hose 
is placed on the inlet to the container. The water dis 
charging from this hose rapidly ?ips it back and forth 
and around in circles not repeating a de?nite pattern, 
thus maintaining an active and continuous movement 
of the liquid keeping it well uniformly mixed. 

This stirring action combined with the dual discharge 
and the selection of the tandem ori?ces creating the dis 
charge provides a de?nite pattern of emptying the con 
tainer of materials that is substantially repeated regard 
less of the Weight of materials loaded into the container 
leaving room for some liquid. ‘ 
By this means materials may be accurately dispensed 

over a predetermined period of time. To vary the dis 
pensing pattern the device may be regulated by valves 
thus controlling the inlet and the dual outlets. 

Other objects and advantages appear hereinafter in 
the following description and claims. 
Accompanying drawing shows for the purpose of ex 

empli?cation without limiting the invention or claims 
thereto certain practical embodiments of the invention 
wherein: 

Fig. 1 is a view in vertical section showing the con 
tainer and the hose connections therefor. 

Fig. 2 is a view in horizontal section taken along the 
lines 2-2 of Fig. 1. ' 

Fig. 3 is a view showing the vertical section of a dis 
penser wherein the openings into the container are of 
di?erent proportions than that shown in Figs. 1 and 2, 
and wherein valve members are employed to control 
said ori?ces. 

Fig. 4 is a graph showing a discharge pattern in empty 
ing the same container with varied amounts of material 
to be dispensed therein and under equal pressure and 
ori?ce conditions. 

Referring to Figs. 1 and 2 of the drawings, 1 represents 
a pressure vessel having an inverted head 2, the perime 
tral edges of which are welded or otherwise secured to 

' the edges of the cylindrical portion 3 as indicated at 4. 

65 
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The‘ inner bottom surface of the pressurevessel ispref 
erably concave as shown. The top or mouth of the pres 
sure vessel 1 is provided with an outwardly extending 
?ange 5 secured over the inturned ?ange 6 of the ring 
member 7. The gasket 8 is secured over the inturned 
?ange 5 of the pressure vessel and is engaged by the lower 
end of the body member 10. The bore of the sleeve 7 
is threaded as indicated at 11 to match with the thread 
12 on the lower end of the body member _10. v This struc 
ture can be made integral. ‘ 
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The upper portion of the body member has an off cen 
ter‘ bore‘ as indicated at'1'3 and which is enclosed by the 
threaded cap member 14 sealed with the rubber washer 
15. The. o? center .solid portion 16 of the body member 
10 is provided‘ with a horizontal’ passage as indicated at 
17'which has'several‘di?erent sizes of bores. As‘ shown 
at‘ the‘ extreme‘ right. of. both‘- ?gures' of the~ drawings; the‘ 
passage 17 is connected to‘ the‘ hose coupling‘1'8‘ which‘ is" 
internally‘ threaded to~ receive the‘ end‘ of‘ a hose that‘ is‘ 
connected to an ordinary tap; This coupling‘ in turn‘ is 
connected‘ to‘ the passage 171 The'?rst' bore in the pas 
sage 17‘ is the bore‘ 20 that'is preferably tapered and 
approaches a smaller‘diameter borev 21. Attheotherend 
of the bore 21' the'passa'ge' 17 increases. in‘ diameter“ as 
indicated by the’ bore" 22‘ which is‘ preferably smaller in‘ 
diameter than the‘hore‘ 20'. A‘ fourth‘b'ore‘2‘3" is the next 
section of the passage 17 and it is larger than the‘bore‘ 
22'. The bore‘ 23' may be larger in‘ diameter or maybe 
the‘ same size as‘ the‘ bore 20,,and‘ it extends to‘lth'e‘outl'et’ 
hose connection‘ 24.‘ The b‘ore' 23"= preferably‘ expands‘ 
in diameter as it’ approaches the hose‘ connection‘ 241 
These. bore sections‘ are‘ made to taper because'they are‘ 
more easily'formed' with the taper than‘ without. 
The bore section 20‘has'a downwardly'extending‘pas 

sage 25’ which t‘erminates‘in‘ the'hollow' stem‘ 26‘h‘aving' 
slid thereover the ?exible tubing‘27 which extends toward’ 
the bottom‘ of the‘ container but‘ stops‘ short thereofi 
The third bore 22 is provided with‘a small downwardly 

open passage‘ 28. The larger or‘fourth bore 23'i's‘pro 
vided with thepassage 30- that terminates in' the- hollow 
stem 31 that may also be provided with a ?exible hose 
such as the member 32. When the lid~14 is removed and‘ 
a goodly quantity of solid material that is to‘ be‘ dis 
tributed‘ over the lawn or'other‘vegetation is'd'epositedl in 
the container 1, this charge may substantially ?llithe‘con 
tainer 1' or at least up to‘the'shoulder formed at’ the upper 
part of the container. The lid is‘ then replaced? andlse 
cured tightly and a hose is connected with‘ the hose con 
nection 18 and the water is turned onv with a discharge 
hose section with a sprinkler or nozzle connected to" the 
outlet 24; When the" water is turned on it‘ travels'in 
through" the‘ passage 17 and a‘ goodly supply isdirected‘i 
downwardly through‘ the‘ ?exible tube 27. Since there 
is no water in the‘ container at all, the container‘ begins 
to ?ll. As the container is ?lling the air trapped in‘the 
container is forced out through the passage 28 and-isdis 
charged through the discharge hose connected to‘ the 
threaded portion 24. When the whole of the container 
is ?lled with liquid, the material therein becomes more 
buoyant and begins to lift from the bottom of the con 
tainer and as it does this the ?exible hose 27 is forced and 
permitted to ?ap back and forth and the material together 
with the liquid is mixed and discharged‘ through the tube 
32. Thus the tube 32 and the passage 28 simultaneously 
discharge liquid and owing‘ to their proportionate sizes, 
discharge proportionate amounts of ?uid in a- given unit 
of time. Likewise the proportion of a restricted ori?ce 
21 and the size of the passage 25 determine the amount 
of’ liquid that is permitted to pass straight through the 
passage 1"!" and that amount that is supplied to the con 
tainer'. The fact that the liquid is restricted-by the ori?ce 
21 and then discharged into a larger passage 22‘ and'again 
into the larger passage 23 creates a suction on the pas 
sages 28 and 32' thus aiding to withdraw a solution there' 
from as well as being‘ forced out by the liquid passing 
downwardly through thepassage 25 and the ?exible hose 
27‘into‘ the container which is ?lled. The proportionate 
sizesof these passages and the mixing action of the hose 
27 aid in‘ supplying a predetermined amount of liquid or 
solid material that is being‘ dispensed with‘ the'liquid or 
water conveyor over a predetermined period of time. 

Referring now to Fig. 3 the lid member 40‘ of the 
receptacle is provided‘ with the horizontal passage 41 
which is‘ likewise made‘in three sections of different'diam 
eter bores as illustrated at‘ 42, 43, 44- and 45. The sec 
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4. 
tion 42 is provided with downwardly open passage 46 
controlled by the valve member 47, and the downwardly 
extending intermediate passage 48 is controlled by the 
valve member 49 whereas the downwardly extending 
passage 50 is controlled by the valve member 51. Thus 
each of the passages 46, 48 and 50, although they may 
be substantially equal in size, are controlled by the re 
spective valve members 47, 49 and 51. Regulating these 
controls to provide a different proportionate size‘ of the 
passages connecting the conveyor stream with the in 
terior of the dispensing chamber 1 permits one quickly 
to adjust‘ the distribution of the material within the 
chamber 1- or to retain or extend the period of time de 
pending upon the setting of the valve members. A struc 
ture of this character may be provided‘ in places where 
employing commercial gardeners who are skilled in mix 
ing and distributing the material more readily than that 
of the domestic type as illustrated in Fig. 1 wherein the 
ori?ces‘ are‘ set:v to provide‘ the‘ proportionate‘ amounts for 
that ordinarily employed“ for' use aroundi the house‘ and 
on' the lawn and garden‘ surrounding'the home; 
As the material's'in“ the container 1 become‘ suspended 

by the liquid the hose 27 is free to' whip-and maintains 
the solid materials in suspension even though they' are 
considerably .ier than water. By reason of thiswhip 
ping action~ of the‘ hose 27, it’ forces" the water in‘many 
directions" against the bottom and sides of the container. 
This action in‘itself' creates a suspension that is not‘ other 
wise‘ obtainable andialso‘provides for amore'uniform dis 
tribution'of' the solid within the conveyor liquid. If’ the 
solids are very ?ne there is no di?iculty in maintaining 
them‘ in‘ suspension even though they are actually metals. 
The" larger the solid- particle the more dif?cultv it is to 
maintain. in suspension. Thus a‘ more violent stream is 
required’ in the ?exible hose 27. Thismay beobtained 
by'higher water pressure or greater volume ?ow‘through 
the tube 27. The sizes of the solid particles are of course‘ 
limited by the sheet the ori?ces. 
By reason of the fact that two outlets 28 and 30 are 

employed no pressure can be developed in the container 
other than‘ that‘ created by the ?ow which of- course is 
immediately effective‘ on the discharge. The combined 
effect of the variable'bores creating suction and the ?ow 
of‘ liquid into‘thecontainer' in proportion to the pressure 
developed in the small bore- 21 accounts‘ for the safety 
in‘ operation‘ of'thisdevice in preventing pressure accumu 
lation. 
The proportionate pressures‘ by ejection and injection 

together with the constant stirring action and dual dis 
charge adjacent the top and bottom of the container‘ si 
multaneously provides a uniform distribution of the 
materials. As shown in Pig. 4 the curve 52 shows the 
dispensing of one pound Whereas the curve 53 shows the 
dispensing of six pounds of the same material. The ori 
?ces and bores were not changed and the pressure was 
the same in both cases. These curves illustrate a-similar-' 
ity in pattern which is unexpected. It takes practically 
the same period of‘ time to empty di?erent quantities 
from the container using the same relative sizes of ori 
?ces and pressures. To empty the container- sooner. one 
has to'change the-proportions of the passages-25, 28 and 
30 but upon changing these passages as by, the valves 47, 
49 and 51 the same pattern will be produced- with dif 
ferent'amounts of material as illustrated in Fig; 4. The 
?exibility of the hose 27 and the volume of the container 
will cltect the discharge but each hose and each container 
provide‘ comparable emptying patterns as shown‘ in 
Fig; 4. 

I- claim: 
1'. A dispenser. for distributing solid material in gran‘ 

ular form which comprises a’ container for receivingthe 
material, an ejector having a liquid conveyor inlet and 
outlet, a‘ restricted passage between said inlet and outlet, 
a-=second'passage from the inlet to the container, a' third 
passage from the container to said- outlet, and'means at 
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the end of the second passage to induce constant move 
ment of the granular material in the container and main 
tain the granular material in suspension, and a fourth 
and more restrictive independent passage from said con 
tainer to said outlet, said outlet increasing in cross sec 
tion between the points of entry from the fourth passage 

- to the third passage and the ?rst passage being substan 
tially the same cross section as the fourth passage to in 
duce partial suction in the third and fourth passages. 

2. An ejector comprising a main passage to direct the 
flow of ?uid therethrough having a series of four bores, 
a ?rst passage leading off the ?rst bore to conduct ?uid 
from the main passage, the second bore being the small 
est of said bores, a second passage leading off the third 
bore to conduct ?uid to said main passage, and a third 
passage leading off the fourth bore to conduct ?uid to 
said main passage, said third bore being smaller than said 
fourth bore. 

3. The structure of claim 2 which also includes valve 
means for said ?rst, second and third passages. 

4. A dispenser for distributing material which com 
prises a container having a lid to close the same, an ejec 
tor having a main passage of four consecutive bores con 
nected between an inlet and an outlet, a ?rst passage 
connecting the ?rst bore with said container adjacent 
the bottom thereof, a second and smallest bore in said 
main passage separating said inlet and outlet, a second 
passage connecting the third bore on the outlet side of 
said second small bore with said container at the top 
thereof, and a third passage connecting said fourth bore 
with said container at the bottom thereofv 

5. The structure of claim 4 characterized in that the 
third bore of the main passage on the outlet side of said 
second and smallest bore is smaller than said fourth bore 
and has the second passage connected thereto. 

6. A mixing and dispensing apparatus including a 
closed liquid mixing chamber through which a circulat 
ing liquid is passed for mixing therewith materials of 
higher speci?c gravity than that of the circulating liquid 
for uniformly distributing these materials comprising an 
inlet and an outlet for said chamber, a normally straight 
section of ?exible hose attached to said inlet and depend 
ing downwardly into the chamber toward the center but 
short of the bottom of said chamber, a second normally - 
straight section of ?exible hose attached to said outlet 
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of said chamber and extending into the same and short 
of the bottom of said chamber, said ?exible inlet hose 
being free and uninhibited and of such length that it will 
simultaneously mechanically whip the circulating liquid 
and the materials to agitate the same and also to hap 
hazardly direct the forceful liquid stream to all points 
over the bottom and lower portion of said chamber, 
said ?exible outlet hose being mechanically whipped by 
the action of the ?exible inlet hose and by the forceful 
action of the liquid stream discharged from the ?exible 
inlet hose so as to remove the materials with the circulat 
ing liquid. 

7. An agitator for uniformly mixing solids in a liquid 
in a dispensing container having a closed chamber with 
an inlet for admitting liquid under pressure, characterized 
in that said liquid inlet is at the top of the container, 
comprising a normally straight ?exible rubber hose sec 
tion attached to said inlet near the top of said container 
and depending downwardly short of the bottom of said 
container to direct the liquid stream under pressure to 
ward the bottom of said chamber to mechanically whip 
the contents in the chamber and also to direct the force 
of the stream haphazardly over the whole of the bottom 
of the chamber to violently agitate and mix the solids for 
discharge with the liquid, an outlet for discharging the 
liquid and mixed solids from the lower portion of said 
container, and a ?exible tube attached to said outlet and 
reaching short of the bottom of the chamber to be ?exed 
about by the mechanical whipping of the inlet hose and 
also by liquid discharge action of the'inlet liquid stream 
so that the solution and mixed materials enter the dis~ 
charge flexible tube at varying points near the bottom of 
the chamber to provide a uniform mixture for discharge. 
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